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Success is not final; failure is not fatal: It is the

courage to continue that counts. -Winston S. Churchill

What are our customers saying?What are our customers saying?

Real Customer Survey Questions:Real Customer Survey Questions:

Question: What could we have done to betterWhat could we have done to better
meet your expectations?meet your expectations?
Response: nothing - very happyResponse: nothing - very happy

Question: Additional Comments
Response: It's been a pleasure to work withIt's been a pleasure to work with
Doug in finding and setting up a monitor thatDoug in finding and setting up a monitor that
meets my needs. meets my needs. 

Keep Users and Devices Secure
Did you know over 80% of hacking-related breaches leveraged weak, default, or stolen
passwords?
 
Two-factor authentication is the simplest, most effective way to make sure users really are
who they say they are.
 
It protects your applications and data against unauthorized access due to credential theft
by verifying your users’ identities before they access your data. But, not every two-factor
solution is the same.
 
See what to look for when assessing and comparing two-factor authentication solutions in
this helpful evaluation guide. 
 
Ready to learn more? Let's Talk!
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Two-factor Authentication Evaluation Guide

Service SpotlightService Spotlight

Reminder Microsoft 365 Pricing ChangesReminder Microsoft 365 Pricing Changes

Microsoft has publicly announced significant policy and pricing changes to how Microsoft
365 product subscriptions are created and renewed across all of their channels starting in
March 2022.

Contact Sales for more information at Contact Sales for more information at sales@mtsolutions.netsales@mtsolutions.net

Lear More about M365

2022 Cybersecurity Trends: 2022 Cybersecurity Trends: US ranked 3rd largest cyberattack target,US ranked 3rd largest cyberattack target,

following Russia & Ukrainefollowing Russia & Ukraine

Seven percent of global cyberattacks target the
United States, making it the most attacked country
after Russia and Ukraine as of March 15th, 2022.

A survey of users in Australia, Canada, Germany,
the U.K. and the U.S. conducted by Surfshark
found that one-third of respondents had suffered
data breaches in the past. According to the study,
as much as 75% of Americans feel worried for their
online safety.
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Based on historic FBI records, the United States had the 2nd highest cybercrime rate in
the world as of 2020, after the United Kingdom. Additionally, a breach detection
mechanism shows that every 2 out of 3 Americans fell victim to data breaches in 2021.
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https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/97263-us-ranked-3rd-largest-cyberattack-target-following-russia-and-ukraine

